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MRD2045 --Requirement:  Product Pointing/Mapping Accuracy: Pointing Accuracy: ± 3.0 arcmin (3 sigma) (N-S,E-W) of Sun Center; Stability during 60 seconds: ± 2.0 arcsec (1 sigma), ± 6.0 arcsec (3 sigma) (N-S, E-W)  --Predicted Performance:  Pointing Stability only:  2.47 arcsec (3 sigma)MRD2046--Requirement:  Product Pointing Knowledge/Mapping Uncertainty: ± 2.5 arcsec--Predicted Performance:  2.47 arcsec MRD2052--Requirement:  Long-Term Stability: 30%--Predicted Performance:  19.5%
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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: MRD2045    --Requirement:  Product Pointing/Mapping Accuracy: Pointing Accuracy: ± 3.0 arcmin (3 sigma) (N-S,E-W)       of Sun Center; Stability during 60 seconds: ± 2.0 arcsec (1 sigma), ± 6.0 arcsec (3 sigma) (N-S, E-W)     --Predicted Performance:  Pointing Stability only:  2.47 arcsec (3 sigma)MRD2046   --Requirement:  Product Pointing Knowledge/Mapping Uncertainty: ± 2.5 arcsec   --Predicted Performance:  2.47 arcsec MRD2052   --Requirement:  Long-Term Stability: 30%   --Predicted Performance:  19.5%The analysis focused on broad category bins of data results as opposed to specific quantities for comparison against predicted performance.  The panel found this acceptable given the bins are entirely within performance.  ADR 309 (Images require despiking for radiometric accuracy) are still under discussion.  There are three areas of analysis:  Pointing Accuracy, Product Pointing Knowledge, and Long-Term Stability (Product Measurement Precision in Radiance).  Three PLPTs were executed in the analysis:1. CCD temperature trending very good.2. SUVI v/a AIA interc-alibration show reasonable agreement.  304A shows lesser agreement and possible degradation artifacts in AIA, SUVI, or both.  <<From Scott Braun:  AIA experienced degradation so had to stop comparison beyond that point. Ratio near 1.3-1.5 for 94A, close to expectations (1.17).  Values for 131-194A between 1-1.2, which is good. For 300A, ratio closer to 0.6-0.7, much lower than expectations (1.13). 304 tends to experience degradation (AIA has definitely experienced degradation at 304A, but trends suggest that SUVI may be seeing some degradation as well. >>  A planned June 2018 sounding calibration under-flight rocket as well as a greater period of time, will permit a better analysis of 304A.  3. SUVI v/s EXIS intercalibration shows good agreement with reasonable explanations for differences.    Major caveat:  Once per month (1 day, midnight to midnight) impact of ADR225 on downstream FITS and L2 products.  It is implemented and presently pending confirmation.  Steve Hill from SWPC conveyed compliments in slides as well as orally during the review.  Concur provisional is met.  Pleased with pointing and radiometrics.  Looking forward to I&T for the near-term with complete integration as soon as June.  Full operational integration of SPADES will not occur until of calendar year.  7 of the 10 ADRs needed for Provisional analysis were released via PRO release.  Appreciate the PRO PASS team's support.
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	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The GOES-16 SUVI L1b product, Solar EUV Imagery, has met the description of Provisional Validation Maturity and is declared Provisional!  Jon Darnel and Dan Seaton's analysis adhered to the RIMP plans for PLPTs and was expertly interpreted.  The PS-PVR panel enjoyed reviewing the marked progress since the Beta PS-PVR.  Multiple panel members noted the superhuman efforts put in by Jon and Dan over the past few months and compliment their efforts.  Having reached the Provisional milestone, the SUVI imagery will be released to all PDA subscribers who wish to obtain the data.  Should HRIT and GNC-A wish to develop the capability to distribute SUVI products, they may commence immediately because Provisional Maturity grants pre-approval for distribution.  
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